ADDITIONAL HELP AVAILABLE AT CENTRAL OFFICE

As many of you may know, Liane Schroeder and Dale Schroeder, the children of Werner and the late Annette Schroeder have been involved with the AMTF since it’s inception. Both siblings performed the acolyte services at the very first AMTF meetings and were present at almost every step of the journey to save the “Bridge to Freedom” teachings. As a family, the Schroeder’s traveled all over the world in search of the authentic teachings. In 1978, they attended a conference in New York where at the age of 8, Liane played the keynote of Sanat Kumara (Caprice Viennois) on her violin.

Throughout the years, Dale and Liane have participated in many different capacities at headquarters. Both have assisted in editing, transcribing, shipping, assisting with conferences and whatever work was deemed necessary. Dale has always played a large part in maintaining the physical condition of the building and grounds at headquarters.

It is with deep gratitude and delight that we can announce that there has been a commitment from Liane and Dale to begin focusing on the process of succession by working closely with Werner going forward. They will be learning and gradually assuming the day to day tasks that are required to keep the AMTF flourishing. Liane, with an extensive background in finance and small business operations will assume the internal office aspect of the foundation, while Dale will manage the shipping department and maintenance of the building and it’s landscaping. They have been groomed over a lifetime and emulate the qualities that will ensure to honor Annette and Werner’s vision of publishing, distributing and teaching the original “Bridge to Freedom” teachings while keeping it’s original purity in place.

AMTF - TFS Service

Note: To be included in the AMTF –TFS Service you must be an AMTF member and have contacted Cathi Bandon at atisketataasket@gvtc.com for information on this service.

IMPROVEMENTS AT CENTRAL OFFICE IN MOUNT SHASTA

We have just finished painting the entire outside of the headquarters building and repairing some of the siding. Also, some structural modifications inside the structure are in progress to achieve more storage room for books and better temperature control including dehumidifiers. These changes will help to extend the shelf life of the books.

All donations currently received will be used to fund those projects as well as other items such as the printing and publishing of AMTF Books.

All work at the Central Office is done on a voluntary basis. It is a privilege and opportunity to be of assistance to the Ascended Masters.
MESSAGES FROM THE ASCENDED MASTERS

Beloved Maha Chohan

June 17, 1956

WE ARE WRITING A WHOLE BIBLE—A WHOLE BIBLE—THAT WILL LIVE AND BE READ BY MILLIONS OF PEOPLE, LONG AFTER YOU HAVE COME HOME.

Beloved Maha Chohan

August 4, 1961

I MIGHT COMPARE THE ASHRAM (Home of a Master) TO A COSMIC LAMP AND EACH FAITHFUL STUDENT PART OF THE OIL WHICH KEEPS IT BURNING, AND I SAY TO YOU ITS LIGHT MAY BE SEEN IN THE FARTHEST REACHES OF THE UNIVERSE, SHINING LIKE A BEACON TO THE LAND OF SHADOW AND PAIN.